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Poiema Productions
The Seminar—Rachel Browne Theatre

Dearest ugly person,
Do not despair; we have a cure for your dis-

ease. Our seminar is the answer to all your pitiful 
prayers.

Get ready to see the most painfully attractive, 
desirable creatures on the planet. One hour with 
us will save you a lifetime of extreme agony and 
depression when thinking of your ugly self. Leave 
your fugly, nasty, sloppy, fat, sleazy, skuzzy, rotund, 
grotesque self behind and step into the world of 
perfection. Remember: UGLY IS A CHOICE.

Crosswalk Players
The Brain From Planet X—PTE Mainstage

What do you get when you combine one Leave 
it to Beaver-style family with a seemingly innocent 
daughter, two eccentric alien cohorts following their 
“brainy” master’s every command, a team committed 
to stopping evil in its tracks (even if that includes 
showing their private partz), a town not quite ready 
for the chaos that’s about to hit them and a power-
hungry, singing, tap-dancing Brain?—None other 
than “The Brain from Planet X”.

The Time is nigh!

SunsetGun Productions
Scarlet Woman—Rachel Browne Theatre

SunsetGun Productions and Candy Simmons 
of 2009’s Fringe hit, AfterLife , return to Winnipeg 
with the Sexy Dames of SCARLET WOMAN. 

Using a trunk full of props and costumes, a sharp 
tongue, highly physical performances, and wild 
imagination, two actresses play 12 different char-
acters in this fun, sexy, film-noir style thriller.
Winner 2011 AUDIENCE CHOICE AWARD, FRIGID 
New York City!!!
“witty writing…a well-developed romp from begin-
ning to end”—nytheater.com
“a blast to watch”—JBSpins.com
“a raving good time”—TheHappiestMedium.com

RA RA WAI PRODUCTIONS
Under the Mango Tree—Warehouse
Winner— 2009 Vancouver Fringe Festival
 “Dubois is Captivating”—Now Magazine 
Toronto
“5 STARS! Dubois’ performance is incredible!”—
Edmonton Sun

A one-woman tour de force! This critically ac-
claimed, one-woman show is based on a true story 
of a little girl, Tamil, left behind by her immigrant 
father in search of a better life. She waits for her 
father with only the comfort of the letters they 
exchange.

Discover the secrets that are hidden under the 
mango tree!

Drek Daa
It’s YES: A one-man mockery…—Alloway Hall*

What do you get when you mix Guy Maddin 
and Debbie Paterson with Canadian spoken word 
champion, CBC columnist, and psychologist, Drek 
Daa?

You get a clown, a mime, and a rapper, a de-
mented professor, a dumb fisherman, and a weird 
fish.

Cruise ships, aquariums, guts, oil, marshmal-
lows, eyeballs, and globes.

You get an expose of human stupidity, and an 
explanation for the current world financial crisis. 

You get It’s YES, the most provocative, dar-
ing, dark, funny, and enlightening show of the 
Fringe.
*Main Floor, Manitoba Museum of Man & Nature

Michael Davidson
R.I.S.K.—Cinematheque

“Come in with fear, leave without fear.” —Jimmy 
Hogg

“I’ve never seen anyone do anything like that. 
It’s amazing.” —Jason MacDonald

“I have seen every show in the Fringe in the 

past three years and I have never seen anything 
like this. Take the risk.” —Peter Janes

“...something original: combining improv, clowning, 
comedy and storytelling into a new idea for what a 
performance can be.” —Damon Muma

R.I.S.K. is a challenge to take a risk on some-
thing different.

R&R Productions
The Finkles’ Theater Show!—Planetarium

Hello, Winnipeg! Coming to you all the way from 
Minneapolis/St. Paul, Minnesota is The Finkles’ 
Theater Show!!! Get ready for some hearty laughs, 
ridiculous comedy, and light-hearted fun! 

Meet Carl and Wanda Finkles, two avid theatre 
lovers who are presented with the opportunity 
to produce their very first theatre show! Armed 
with only their limited knowledge of what theatre 
“should” be, they set off on a fast-paced, hilarious 
adventure…with surprising results! This show is 
not to be missed!!

The Horrible Friends WORLD TOUR
The Horrible Friends—Cinematheque

During our opening performance, Luke and Brent 
were beaten by audience members with baseball 
bats. That’s just good clean comedy. Come see 
The Horrible Friends before our tour comes to a 
tragic end. (What? One stop is still a tour.)

Ausable Theatre
The Donnelly Sideshow—PTE Studio

Remember archy and mehitabel? Same guy, 
different show.

This one has music and murder, and is based 
on the Donnelly massacre of 1880.

True story! It happened in and around my home 
town of Lucan, Ontario. It’s a big, wild, sprawling, 
crazy story that has been immortalized in song and 
on stage by Steve Earle, Stompin’ Tom Connors, Earl 
Heywood, James Reaney, Peter Colley, and Paul 
Thompson, to name a few—and now, by me.

Hot Thespian Action brings A Show of Hands to The Fringe, featuring winners from sketches of years past, like the sound of one hand laughing.
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